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Abstract

Cystic Fibrosis (CF) is a debilitating genetic condition characterised by a chronic, polymicrobial biofilm infections. Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a primary pathogen in the CF lung but many other organisms are present. High throughput infection models are useful for the identification of virulence factors in a given pathogen, or for the virulence testing of polymicrobial combinations. Caenorhabditis elegans is a nematode worm that feeds on bacteria and is commonly used as an infection host. Previously, 2500 strains from a mini-Tn5-lux mutant library were screened in a nematode feeding behaviour assay to identify mutants that acted as preferred food sources. Here we tested our hypothesis that preferred food sources were less virulent. We also tested the virulence of a large panel of bacterial isolates recovered from CF patients, many of which are considered oropharyngeal (OF), non-pathogenic isolates. Many of the preferred food sources had decreased virulence compared to the wild type control in the “slow killing” infection model. Preferred bacterial food sources were not due to nematode attraction or aversion of bacterial secreted products. Many OF isolates were pathogenic to C. elegans, either individually or when in combination with P. aeruginosa. Furthermore, combinations of 2-3 isolates were often more virulent than combinations of 4-6 unique isolates. We developed a worm feeding behaviour and high-throughput killing assay that is amenable to testing large numbers of isolates individually and in combination. The polymicrobial infections suggest that bacteria normally considered non-pathogenic may be virulent when in combination. Future use of the nematode infection model will help examine the polymicrobial nature of many real world infections.
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